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Alabama Touring Artist Program 
presented by the Alabama State Council on the Arts 

 
This Study Guide has been prepared for you by the Alabama State Council 
on the Arts in collaboration with the performing artist. Much of the 
vocabulary that is arts related is taken directly from the Alabama Course of 
Study, Arts Education. With an understanding that each teacher is limited to 
the amount of time that may be delegated to new ideas and subjects, this 
guide is both brief and designed in a way that we hope supports your school 
curriculum. We welcome feedback and questions, and will offer additional 
consulting on possible curriculum connections and unit designs should you 
desire this support. Please feel free to request further assistance and offer 
your questions and feedback. Hearing from educators helps to improve our 
programs for other schools and educators in the future.  
 

Please Contact: 
Diana F. Green, Arts in Education Program Manager at: 

334/242-4076 Ext. 241 
diana.green@arts.alabama.gov 

Set up: 

The artist will arrive two hours before the scheduled performance time.  He 
will need a room or space to get dressed and prepare, preferably located 
near the performance area.  Artist asks the school to provide two mics 
connected to an amplified sound system and an armless chair. Please have 
the space available to the artist as soon as he arrives. 
 

Please communicate with the artist to discuss needs.  Before arrival, please 
make sure floors are clean, and any electrical hook ups are in place for the 
artist as requested, along with amplification system. Please have it ready for 
a sound test as soon as the artist arrives and provide a staff person to assist 
the artist with set up. 

Role of the Audience: 

Although many students may not choose to pursue professional careers in 
the arts, many will choose to remain lifelong participants in, and learners 
of, the arts.  A role that all students may play is that of an appreciative, 
responsive audience member.  This role is one that has lifelong value to the 
learner as well as to the performer.  Learning appropriate audience behavior 
is an integral component of all of the arts education areas.  Positive 
audience qualities are part of the overall goal of Achieving Excellence 
Through Arts Literacy. 

- Alabama Course of Study: Arts Education; 
2006 

mailto:diana.green@arts.alabama.gov
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Role of the Audience (continued): 
Appropriate audience behavior includes sitting still and being very quiet 
during the performance. Audiences clap at the end of particular sections of 
the performance, or when they see something amazing that they want to tell 
the performer they really like. If a performer takes a bow, that is always a 
time to clap. You should not clap to music unless the performer asks you to 
clap.  It is never appropriate to talk during a performance, unless in this 
instance the artist asks a question. We ask teachers and students to practice 
these rules of performance etiquette during the Alabama Touring Program 
productions. 
 
What to Expect: 
Johannes “Jomo” Xulu will present a 45minute performance, which will 
include a great deal of audience participation. “Jomo” will perform 5 dances 
and lead the students in a song. “Jomo” will also share interesting facts 
about South Africa and teach the students how speak a few South African 
words.  
 
The Umdabu South African Dance Company’s objective has always been to, 
“share South African Culture and History with the World.” The student will: 
 

• explore speaking a few South African words 
• learn how to sing a South African song 
• learn about the 9 Provinces of South Africa. 
• observe traditional authentic South African Dancing 
• perform a simple South African dance 
• hear interesting facts about the country of South Africa 
• learn about the traditional clothing and drums used by South 

African dancers 
 

Historical Background 
For many people, the Zulu are the best-known African people. Their military 
exploits led to the rise of a great kingdom that was feared for a long time 
over much of the African continent. The Zulu are the descendants of Nguni-
speaking people. Their written history can be traced back to the fourteenth 
century. 

In the early nineteenth century a young Zulu prince, Shaka, came onto the 
scene and welded most of the Nguni tribes into the powerful Zulu Kingdom. 
Shaka ruled from 1816 to 1828, when he was assassinated by his brothers. 
During his reign, Shaka recruited young men from all over the kingdom and 

http://www.everyculture.com/knowledge/Assassination.html
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trained them in his own novel warrior tactics. After defeating competing 
armies and assimilating their people, Shaka established his Zulu nation. 
Within twelve years, he had forged one of the mightiest empires the African 
continent has ever known. 

However, during the late 1800s, British troops invaded Zulu territory and 
divided the Zulu land into thirteen chiefdoms. The Zulu never regained their 
independence. Throughout the mid-1900s they were dominated by different 
white governments, first the British and later on, the Afrikaner. The Zulu 
have endeavored to regain a measure of political autonomy, both before 
South Africa's first democratic election in 1994 and in the subsequent 
period to the present. They have been unsuccessful, however, with both 
governments. 

http://www.everyculture.com/wc/Rwanda-to-Syria/Zulu.html 

 
Zulu Dance 

Native to South Africa, the Zulu tribe has many rituals that have been passed from 
generation to generation over time. Dancing is one of the most common types of 
community rituals, and it is incorporated into most Zulu ceremonies. Zulu dances 
are signs of happiness and they occur when any significant event takes place. 

Numbers One through Ten in 
Zulu: 

one – kunye 

two – kubili 

three – kuthathu 

four – kune 

five – kuhlanu 

six – isithupha 

seven – isikhombisa 

eight – isishiyagalombili 

nine – isishiyagalolunye 

ten - ishumi 

 

http://www.everyculture.com/wc/Rwanda-to-Syria/Zulu.html
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Names and Meaning of the Dances 
Emgidini is a celebration dance performed at baby naming ceremonies, 
weddings, and chief coronations. 

Hlanganani  means “Come together.” The dance is performed by the 
villagers during times of leisure. The villagers dance and sing and the elders 
tell stories about the history of the tribe. 

Wamukelekile  means “The Harvest.” This dance is about giving praise for 
the good year of harvest. The villagers gather after the harvest to celebrate 
their great blessings. 

Inozani  means “Welcome.” This traditional dance reflects the pride and 
unity of the Zulu people. It is sung and danced during the new moon and 
the full moon. 

Hlobolubi  means “Warrior Dance.” This dance is performed by the men to 
exhibit their warrior skills. 

Nine Provinces of South Africa 

• The Eastern Cape 

• The Free State 

• Gauteng 

• KwaZulu-Natal 

• Limpopo 

• Mpumalanga 

• The Northern Cape 

• North West 

• The Western Cape 
 

Traditional Clothing 

Head gear-----is called UMHQELE 
The sheepskin worn on the arms and legs ----is called AMAMBATHA 
The cows hide worn around the waist -----is called IBHESHU 
The front part of the BHESHU----is called ISINENE 
The beads worn -----is called UBUHLALU 
The whistle ------is called IMPEMPE 
The drums made with cows skin-----is called IZIGUBHU 
The drums sticks------is called IZINDUKU 
The entire Zulu ensemble-----is called INVUNULO  
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Websites you might visit:   

http://www.sahistory.org.za/article/zulu 
 
http://interesting-africa-facts.com/Africa-People/Zulu-Facts.html 
 
https://www.brandsouthafrica.com/south-africa-fast-facts/news-
facts/provinces 

 

Curriculum Connections: 

Dance education: Understand how values, culture and ideas are 
communicated through dance. 

Social Studies: Explore successful communities and identify specific traits 
that identify culture within community 

English/Language Arts: Write responses to reflective questions about the 
quality of movement observed and send them to the performing company. 

 

Suggested Activities to do before the performance: 

1. To provide context, find South Africa on a map and explore detailed 
information about this region, explaining how it is similar to and 
different from Alabama and the United States. 
https://www.brandsouthafrica.com/south-africa-fast-facts/news-facts/provinces 
 

2. Read about the Zulu people and their history. Compare their problems 
to that of African American slaves in the United States. Look for a hero 
in their history and tell about him.  
 

3. Listen to Zulu Drumming 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BLZTOiKBHVA 
Imagine what dance movement might go with this drumming. What 
will it look like? How fast will it be? Will it always be the same or will 
it change? Try moving to the music. Describe the music. 

Suggested Activities to do after the performance: 

1. Create a painting or drawing of Zulu dancers as they might be if they 
were in South Africa. Think about what Province you are depicting and 
how you will create the correct landscape? Try to make sure the 
traditional costuming is authentic in your work. 
 

http://www.sahistory.org.za/article/zulu
http://interesting-africa-facts.com/Africa-People/Zulu-Facts.html
https://www.brandsouthafrica.com/south-africa-fast-facts/news-facts/provinces
https://www.brandsouthafrica.com/south-africa-fast-facts/news-facts/provinces
https://www.brandsouthafrica.com/south-africa-fast-facts/news-facts/provinces
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BLZTOiKBHVA
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2. Discuss popular dance in the United States. Have students share what 
dances they know, and demonstrate specific movements they are 
familiar with. Ask them to compare the dances they know with the 
dance they learned about in this performance. What is similar? What is 
different? Ask them to imagine why they might be similar. Or why 
they are very different. 
 

3. Create a culture: After researching the South African history and 
culture and discovering details about the people, have students create 
their own imaginary culture. Ask them to include important details 
about their culture that will help people understand who they are? Ask 
them to create dances and costumes that would be appropriate for 
their culture and explaining why they created it the way they did. 
 

Reflective Questions: 

• Why do people dance? Why is it that in almost every culture, dance is 
an important part of life? 

• Why did the Zulu people dance? Do you think it is important that they 
continue to perform their traditional dances today? Why? Or why not? 

• Why do you think it is important that we, as Americans, learn about 
Zulu dancers? 

• Did your opinion of Africa, and African dancers change after seeing 
this performance? What part of your expectations was affirmed? What 
changed? 

• What is the importance of the traditional costuming for Zulu dancers? 
Do you think you would have enjoyed the performance as much 
without the costuming? 

• What were some of your favorite facts that you learned about South 
Africa? Why were those your favorite? 

• What was your favorite dance performed by “Jomo?” Why was it your 
favorite? Can you describe it? 

• How did it feel to try to do the Zulu dance yourself? Were you 
comfortable, or was it hard? Did you enjoy it? Describe your 
experience dancing with “Jomo.” 

• If you were a journalist, and someone asked you to write an article in 
the paper about this performance, what would you write? 

Finally: If you are looking for a writing assignment, artists enjoy getting 
letters from students, especially those that answer some of these questions. 


